
"AnaRina's 
knowledge and 

ability to share the 
beauty of 

traditional Judaism, 
and Biblical and 
modern Israel is 

second only to her 
incredible passion 

to do so."

"AnaRina is one of 
the most passionate 

and articulate 
spokeswomen on 
behalf of Israel in 
our generation." 

‐ Jonathan Feldstein, 
Run for Zion

‐Rabbi Tuly Weisz,
Israel365

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

 Israel: Ancient Prophecy, Modern-Day Miracle 

AnaRina Heymann
Learn more about the miracle of Israel, the 

multidimensional world of the Torah, the Hebrew 
Calendar and G-d's Chosen People, “Am Israel”. 
Gain a deeper understanding of Jerusalem and 
Zion, and the key role the eternal city plays in 

G-d’s Redemption Plan.

The Essence of Zion
� Significance of Jerusalem [past, present and 
future]. � Jerusalem’s purpose encoded in its 
name. � Discovering the True Location of ancient
Biblical Jerusalem and the spiritual effect of making 
the mind shift regarding Jerusalem and what it 
represents. 
Uncover the past – Understand the Future.

It's all about TIMING
� Understand the restoration of the three-fold 
Biblical dynamic of the chosen people, coming 
together at the chosen place at G-d’s chosen times. 
Get a glimpse into how G-d governs and runs His 
world through these elements. 
� Learn about the Hebrew Calendar embedded in 
the prophesies and its ongoing influence in the 
world and world events.

Prophecy in Progress
Learn how � 1948 became the watershed moment 
that shattered millennia old paradigms, � how 
Jerusalem stands central in Biblical Prophecy and 
� what to expect now that Israel crossed her 70th 
year of independence.

Empower Israel - Empower Yourself  
� Learn how your calling in life is directly 
connected to Israel. 
� Tools that will empower you on how to align with 
Israel and how to advocate for Israel from a Biblical 
perspective.

MOST REQUESTED SPEAKING TOPICS 



AnaRina is a forerunner of  Israel's 
renewed calling to be a light to the 

nations and to boldly proclaim the hope 
of  God's salvation to the entire earth..

- Bob O'Dell, Root Source

• www.alignwitnzion.com
• Facebook
• YouTube
• LinkedIn
• SoundCloud
• Pinterest

info@alignwithzion.com

AnaRina is a keynote speaker, lecturer and 
guide. She is “Jerusalem on a stage”. Her 
talks not only provide groups with a 
comprehensive understanding and 
appreciation of Jerusalem and  modern-day 
Israel from a Biblical point of view, but also 
inspire audiences to take an active role in 
their personal connection with Israel.
 

AnaRina's videos have reached over
 2.5 Million Views on the Internet.

Contact AnaRina:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTgMCnX1QVE&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTgMCnX1QVE&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTgMCnX1QVE&t=24s
https://www.facebook.com/alignwithzion/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anarina-heymann-924a4015/
https://soundcloud.com/anarinaheymann
https://www.pinterest.com/alignwithzion/
https://www.alignwithzion.com/
https://www.alignwithzion.com/

